Generations of Wiederlights have made
Fountain Pen Hospital the urban pen shop.

A Trendy New York Pen Shop
Remains ooted in Tradition
BY BARRY GABAY
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Two iconic brands that are a staple of New York writing instrument life:
Fountain Pen Hospital and its banner image, the legendary Montblanc 149.
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or 70 years, the business/financial/governmental district of
lower Manhattan has been home to an institution serving
those who enjoy both the necessity and pleasures of
writing instruments. This family owned and operated business,
now blessed with fourth-generation family members, is a hallmark of quality products and reliable service.
As a full-service pen retailer, Fountain Pen Hospital offers
major and minor brands in all writing modes, provides repair
service for new and older fountain pens no longer covered by a
manufacturer’s warranty, and also has many fully restored vintage
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pens for sale. This is all in addition to dozens of ink companies
from around the world, stationery, agendas, journals, as well as
writing supplies from spare ink converters to inkwells to polishing
cloths for keeping one’s pens beautiful. There seems no aspect of
the writing culture that FPH cannot provide on the spot.
Enriched as we are these days by so many writing options,
including the paperless cyber lifestyle, a fountain pen has
become a prized, traditional object. What sets FPH apart from
other pen retailers is its ability to completely and successfully
embrace both tradition and innovation.

Family is both ﬁgurative and literal at Fountain Pen Hospital:
Marilyn Brown ﬁrst ran her own pen shop, and she now works the
front desk. Meanwhile, co-owner Terry Wiederlight gets quality time
with his daughter/employee, Erica.
The shop is also popular among celebrities, including R&B/soul
singer Alicia Keys, pictured below with co-owner Steve Wiederlight.

TRADITION
Walking down Warren St., approaching the newly renovated
store and showroom, one sees above the door a large banner
depicting a Montblanc 149, certainly the world’s most
recognized and iconic post-World War II fountain pen.
Entering the store beneath that tall, vertical banner, one
immediately senses that this is the location for all of one’s
writing needs.
The shop has maintained the integrity with which it was
conceived through four generations of the Wiederlight
family. Today, two members of the fourth generation work
in the store, the adult great-grandchildren of the store’s
founder, Al Wiederlight. Ownership then fell to Al’s son,
Philip. Brothers Terry and Steve Wiederlight are the current
co-owners of FPH. Terry’s daughter Erica, an aspiring
actress with voice credits already in her portfolio, says that
working in the store has given her a new perspective on
her family: “I see how hard everyone works, and they still
love doing it each day.” Steve’s son, Philip, is also at FPH.
He enjoys working the front of the store where his dad
has greeted and served customers for decades. Both young
people take pride in their family’s history and business and
are terrific millennial ambassadors for FPH.

And who might be standing at the front counter or
somewhere else in the spacious store? Marilyn Brown,
formerly owner of a famed multi-generation pen store
farther uptown. Since Art Brown International Pen Shop
closed its doors, Brown has been greeting and serving
customers at FPH. Like a fine chef who closes one restaurant
and moves to another, Brown has loyal customers who
remember her from more than a half century in the pen
business and happily make the trip downtown for her
expertise with all types of writing instruments.
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The well-appointed shop covers a compendium of pen
brands only rivalled by its large ink collection.

As far as product lines are concerned, an example from
a single manufacturer demonstrates how very well FPH provides for its customers. The contemporary Parker Duofold
(fountain pen, rollerball, ballpoint, pencil) comes in two
sizes (Centennial & International) and can be found at FPH
in all four of its iterations. Standing at the Parker counter,
customers can browse each of the modern Duofold styles:
original, Historical, Prestige, and the newest, Classic. This
means that customers will find examples of this renowned
fountain pen in each style since its 1987 reintroduction by
Parker.
Finally, although it seems a natural aspect of purchasing
a fountain pen, FPH does something many retailers no
longer allow customers to do: dip test a fountain pen. A
serious customer must have a sense of the nib on paper and
must be able to determine exactly which nib grade best suits
his writing style. Numerous retailers no longer allow this
sensible and—in my opinion—absolutely necessary practice,
claiming that a pen once dipped must be considered used.
Sadly, FPH is one of a dwindling number of retailers where
dip testing is still practiced and encouraged.
INNOVATION
Though centered on tradition, there is considerable innovation associated with FPH. By staying ahead of the curve,
anticipating consumer tastes, and helping create several
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aspects of the contemporary writing culture, FPH remains a
leader in meeting customer needs for the very finest writing
instruments. FPH developed a comprehensive annual
catalog early on, and it has become a benchmark for other
retailers’ catalogs. Because of its size and scope, the FPH
catalog can almost be considered an annual of current-production pens, inks, and writing supplies. Not satisfied to
release an annual alone, FPH offers six publications annually:
the large annual, four smaller seasonal quarterlies, and the
FPH calendar depicting a beautiful new pen per month.
In addition to print media, FPH maintains an up-to-date
presence on Facebook and Instagram. The company is also a
marketing innovator. Approximately three decades ago,
FPH took a chance by offering limited edition pens from
major manufacturers. Among various plastic, resin, and
acrylic models offered, the Krone Lincoln and Pelikan Toledo
were trend setters in the category of very limited, high end
models. Realizing that there was a writing-collecting public for
such luxury, FPH offered these models, and they disappeared
from inventory with remarkable speed.
More recently, the firm has offered store exclusive models
in small numbers from Omas, Visconti, and Delta. Currently,
writers can find the large size Sailor 1911 Azure, a model in
beautiful pale blue, limited to 100 pens, made for and sold
exclusively by FPH (see PW’s December 2016 Holiday Gift
Guide).

Store-in-store displays, such as these for Montegrappa
and Montblanc, are the height of contemporary
marketing. And the history of exclusivity continues:
Mabie Todd Concerto and Majestic are limited to 100
units and are only available through FPH.

Getting pens into the hands of consumers is yet another area in which FPH
excels. Terry’s creation, the Backroom, is an
assembly of brand new (without boxes) or very
lightly used pens that are sold to customers at
a significant discount. For those members of
the pen-hungry public familiar with
fountainpenhospital.com, there is also
Tuesday Mania, a sale offered online and in
store each Tuesday. Additionally, there is the
ever-popular Pen Frenzy, an online sale that
usually runs in the autumn and spring (see
Date, p. 23). Finally, the Annual Modern and
Vintage Pen Sale is another popular means of
getting pens to appreciative writers. Each day
for the 12 days preceding Christmas, a
different pen is put on sale. Manufacturers’
representatives personally show their wares
at the shop during the three days following
Thanksgiving—Thursday through
Saturday—and for two days in the spring.
A final mention of innovation, chance,

and faith in the writing culture’s future, is a
step the principals at FPH took decades ago.
In Volume 1, No. 1 of Pen World, FPH
placed the magazine’s very first ad, a cartoon
illustration that has served the company for
years and become a threshold ad for this
most remarkable of fine pen retailers.
We who prize and use a fountain pen
daily recognize the beauty and technical precision of the instrument, as well as the very
real tactile pleasure of delivering lines of liquid
ink across a page by means of a smooth nib.
There are gourmets who frequently enjoy the
pleasures of an outdoor grill because, despite
its additional effort in cooking, the flavor of
the food is superior to that cooked inside by
gas or electricity. We devotees feel the same
way about a store like Fountain Pen
Hospital.

Visit fountainpenhospital.com
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